the present paper is an overview of selected investigations into acquisition of second language phonology (l2).
Influence of L1 on L2 phonology
the analyses conducted in the 1950s and 1960s concentrated on predicting and explaining the errors in l2 pronunciation through the l1 of the learner (see for example Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis, Cah, lado 1957; see eckman, website). Contrastive research was lp lVi (1) emilia szalkowska-kim mainly conducted through the juxtaposition and comparison of phonemes and their allophones' distribution in the analysed languages. according to lado (1957) , the most difficult part for the l2 learner is ascribing the allophones of one phoneme in l1 to separate phonemes of the acquired language; in other words, production of allophones of one's native language in new contexts and ceasing to produce the l1 allophones in the contexts known from the l1. the learner's success and correct pronunciation in l2 can be largely ascribed to their ability to reject the associations between the phonological aspects of l1 and l2 and therefore minimize the transfer of phonological features from one language to another. eckman et al. (2003) observed that the "disjunction" of the l1 allophones into separate phonemes in the target language proceeds in stages. First speakers find it easier to control the contrasts inside a morpheme (tautomorphemically) and only later on the boundary of two morphemes (heteromorphemically).
on the other hand, wode (1976) observed that certain requirements must be met (at least in the l2 learner's mind) about the similarity concerning certain structures in l1 and l2 in order for the l1 to influence the second language acquisition (see eckman www.uwm. edu/~rlschlei/pdfs/l2.phonology.Soa.rev.pdf). this rule was called the Crucial Similarity Measure (CSM) . on the other hand, wode also refers to the various ways of defining the criteria of similarity between the segments in l1 and l2. Some of those criteria concern acoustics, perception, articulation, and even orthography, all of which cause the researchers to adopt different approaches in their own research. Because of that, the japanese liquid consonant will be considered more akin to the english /r/ by some and to the english consonant /l/ by others (Major 2001: 39) .
flege (1987, 1995, 2003) focused on the role of phonetic similarity and perceptionproduction relations in l2 phonology acquisition.
2 his Speech Learning Model is a result of over 15 years of intensive instrumental phonetic research. It has many proponents and is widely applied (see for example the confirmation of Flege's hypotheses by paradowska (2002) for the perception and production of korean consonants by poles). Flege's model assumes a phonetic level of analysis. It defines a segment as a positional variant. according to it, only phonetic categories are itemized in the long-term memory as abstract, languagespecific representations of speech sounds. an important term is equivalence classification. It assumes no additional phonetic category for an l2 consonant if it is equivalent or similar to one known from the l1, because the two are perceived as the same. the learners use sub-2 It should also be noted that in the present article it was consciously decided not to include a broad overview of various experimental research concerned with the connection between perception and sound production in l2 and addressing the following issues: does correct production precede correct perception in the process of l2 acquisition or is it the other way around? Can speakers correctly pronounce sounds which are not correctly perceived or is correct perception a requirement for correct pronunciation? Much evidence so far has substantiated both hypotheses, because the perception-production relation may depend on, for example, the type of sounds, their acoustical and perceptual correlates, the influence of contrasts, etc. It must be noted that the answers to these questions have major practical implications regarding suitable methodologies for teaching pronunciation. official language present next to a speaker's native language. the term interlanguage was used for the first time by Selinker during the 2nd International Congress of applied linguistics in 1969 to describe a learner's competence being the outcome of the competence in the native and target languages, cf. Szulc 1997. In this article the terms l1 and l2 will correspond respectively to the native language (primary language, first language, mother language) and the learner's foreign language (target language, second language).
stitutions from l1 and the process of improving pronunciation is compromised. only a difference that is perceived leads to a difference in production. new sounds (different to the ones known from l1) are easier to be acquired because the speaker perceives the difference in their sound realization and, therefore, establishes new phonetic categories for them more quickly, be it consciously or subconsciously. Flege shows the importance of the speaker's age, differences between individual speakers as well as the different nationalities of speakers in acquisition of the acceptable pronunciation of a given language. For example, a speaker of a nationality whose phonetic inventory notably differs from the target language's finds phonetic contrasts of the target language easier to learn than people whose native language includes similar (but not identical) phonetic contrasts. Moreover, if linguistic errors have already become fossilized, it will be easier to rectify them if they concern foreign features. a korean speaking polish, for example, would more easily rectify an error such as /v/ → /b/ (as neither of the phonemes exist in korean) than /r/ → /l/ which are considered allophones of the same phoneme in the korean language.
3 a viewpoint that differs significantly from Flege's language learning Model is represented by jacewicz (1999) . She claims that in second language acquisition the speakers' concentration on expressing lexical contrasts in l2 is a greater driving power than detecting phonetic contrasts between l1 and l2 on the level of language performance. jacewicz put forward a lexical Contrast hypothesis which states that in the process of creating an interlanguage phonology, language acquirers aim mainly at detection and expression of contrasts and relations between l2 segments in the mental lexicon. of course, the acquisition of contrasts on the lexical level takes place through the processing of information that comes from the phonetic level. the hypothesis deserves further verification, because it suggests that an organizational unit of syllable or word size can be considered a unit of identification between languages.
Developmental processes
Comparative work intended to confirm lado's hypothesis (Cah) were conducted over many years and led to its moderation or partial rejection.
4 it turned out that cah could not embrace all of the phenomena appearing in the phonology of the interlanguage, because some of them should be attributed to developmental processes that reflect the formation of a new linguistic system, similar to those which accompany l1 acquisition (cf. the developmental model - Flege & Davidian 1984) . It was found that some mistakes which cannot be attributed to l1 transfer can be explained on the basis of a speaker's motoric difficulties in 3 another model for the perception of non-native segmental categories was proposed by Best (cf. Perceptual Assimilation Model, paM, e.g. 1995) . It was created based on a number of perception research studies of monolingual speakers who discriminate sounds not belonging to their native language. although this research does not refer to the context of l2 acquisition or l2 segment production, it is used in discussions concerning the perception of the acquired language.
4 It is worth noticing that although lado's hypothesis did not survive in its strong version, we owe to it the discovery that not only differences but also similarities between the l1 and l2 are the source of errors in the interlanguage. - Major 1987 - Major , 2000 . this theory states that the frequency of the occurrence of substitutions in l2 which is attributed to transfer from a native language decreases with time, i.e. with a student's progress. the frequency of the occurrence of developmental substitutions, however, at first increases, but later on it decreases. what is more, changes in the number and quality of substitutions behave in the same way with an increase in the level of formality of a communicational situation. 
Influence of universals on L2 phonology
the influence of universal rules on l2 phonology acquisition is the second main domain of analysis. the issue, which to a large extent lies at the foundation of research in l2 phonology, is a wish to establish to what extent the mental grammar of an interlanguage (Il) is similar to grammars of native, natural languages. It needs to be emphasized that the phonology of an interlanguage is regarded as equal and equally abstractive as phonologies of native and target languages, and not merely as an "imitation" of the phonology of an acquired language (cf. Interlanguage hypothesis, Selinker 1972 , after lakshmanan & Selinker 2001 . In other words, despite the fact that the learner's language can be treated as a certain version of a target language, it must be given its own, independent status. the implications are of great interest to phonologists. Certain patterns, e.g. segmental units or their combinations that occur in l2, cannot be attributed to transfer from a native language or to acquired structures from a target language, as the two "input" languages do not exhibit such patterns. For example, altenberg and Vago (1983) noted that hungarians, while speaking english, regularly devoice obstruents in word-final position, even though hungarian displays contrast in obstruent voicing in that position. on the other hand, these regularities, e.g. devoicing in word-final position, occur in many other natural languages and can be justified by universal rules of markedness.
Many approaches and definitions can be related to the concept of markedness. this theory stems from the prague school. originally, it was a distinction between two margin-ally distinctive segments (phonemes): marked and unmarked, emphasizing that such binary opposition does not have the character of two equal poles, but that one of them is privileged. the theory of markedness was transferred to the field of other linguistic representations (cf. for example the unmarkedness of open syllables, indicative mood or present tense). a number of criteria were established to determine the unmarked (privileged) part of an opposition, e.g.:
- it is more widely distributed in the languages of the world (cf. greenberg 1978, typological markedness);
- it has a greater frequency of occurrence within a given language; - it appears in a neutralized position (segment); - it is acquired earlier by children in their l1; - it is more stable from a diachronic point of view.
In each case, the marked part has a feature that the unmarked one lacks (this feature is the basis of the privative opposition between them). apart from that, its presence in a given language implicates the existence of its unmarked counterpart in the given language as well, which is viewed as simpler, more basic and natural. For instance, if a given language has syllables of CVC type, it also has syllables of CV type. however, taking into consideration the great diversity among world languages, creating an absolute hierarchy of markedness is almost an impossible task to accomplish. as such, most often it is the general universal tendencies and preferences which are referred to when discussing the theory.
Final devoicing, given as an example above, can be treated as a preference for the emergence of unmarked structures in l2. the use of universal rules to explain regular patterns in an interlanguage, unjustified by the differences or similarities between l1 and l2, led eckman (1991) to a formal formularization of the Structural Conformity hypothesis. It states that universal generalizations are also valid for interlanguages. the fact that the learners cope better with less marked structures, as opposed to structures that are more marked typologically, also seems to support this hypothesis.
eckman is also the author of an earlier hypothesis on the influence of differences in markedness between l1 and l2 on learning l2 (Markedness Differential Hypothesis, mdh, eckman 1971), which is an extension of or - as Major (2001) emphasizes - a rescue for the contrastive analysis hypothesis (Cah). MDh predicts that difficulties which an l2 learner may encounter can be determined on the basis of systematic comparison between l1 and l2 grammars and the relation of definiteness in universal grammar:
(1) Difficulties will be posed for an l2 learner by those aspects of a target language that are different from the native language and are more marked than in the native language.
(2) the areas of a target language which are different in l1, but are not more marked than in l1, will not pose difficulties.
From a different point of view, the less marked is a phonetic or phonological structure in the native language, the more often it will be transferred to the phonological system of an acquired language. unmarked phonological characteristics of l1 are acquired at a very lp lVi (1) emilia szalkowska-kim early stage, and then strongly consolidated, and are therefore transferred to l2 easily. It is this process which is responsible for the so-called foreign accent of a speaker.
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numerous studies have confirmed the predictions of MDh that relative degree of difficulty corresponds to relative degree of typological markedness. what is more, this hypothesis also reflects the "orientation" of linguistic difficulties. For example, in language X, voicing is contrastive in word-final position, whereas in language Y it is not. two speakers, one a native speaker of language X, and the other of language Y, are teaching their languages to each other. the process of second language acquisition will be, most probably, asymmetrical: the native Y speaker will have difficulties with the acquisition of marked voice in word-final position in language X, whereas final devoicing will be less difficult for the native X speaker.
Drawing heavily on the data collected by kim concerning the acquisition of english language phonology by koreans, Major suggested a hypothesis which combines observations concerning markedness of linguistic structures with hypotheses included in Flege's Speech learning model (major and kim 1996; Similarity Differential Rate Hypothesis, after major 2001). according to this hypothesis, dissimilar linguistic phenomena (structures) are acquired faster than similar ones, and the mediating factor is their markedness, which hinders the acquisition process. Major (2001) claims that the definition of "difficulty" or "easiness", used so often in the description of the l2 phonology acquisition, are not proper or sufficient terms. we can say that some segment (or structure) x is easier than y because the results of research show a higher percentage of correct realizations. they may not, however, show the same result at the next or final stage of language acquisition, when the same speakers are shown to perform y with greater accuracy than x. Because of this, Major favours research that is spread over time and studies the l2 pronunciation at different levels of proficiency, as well as determination of the pace at which respective segments or phonological structures are acquired (cf. for example hayes, http://www.u.arizona.edu/ ~rhayes/). In other words, according to Major, hypotheses would be more valuable if they were able to predict the pace of acquisition, and not its difficulty, as the former factor is a better indicator of the progress that an l2 learner makes.
Major's Ontogeny Phylogeny Model
Major also worked for many years on verifying and modifying the abovementioned ontogeny Model (Major 1987) . Consequently it evolved into the Ontogeny Phylogeny Model (Major 2001) . this theory perceives the grammar of an interlanguage (Il) as a system consisting of three components: the native language (l1), the target language (l2), and universals (u), all of which interact with each other. It tries to establish how the input of the aforementioned language components changes with its development in time. this is an interesting approach, because previous theories did not try for example to analyse the role and proportions of linguistic universals that were not a part of l1 or l2 with regard to the role of l1 in the l2 acquisition. the model, which is supposed to provide very general statements, points to four kinds of results in the development of an interlanguage, and predicts their further course (cf. Major 2001):
1. In the chronological development of Il: a) the contribution of l2 increases, b) the contribution of l1 decreases, c) the contribution of u increases, and then decreases.
2. as regards marked phenomena, in Il: a) the contribution of l2 increases slowly, b) the contribution of l1 decreases, and then decreases slowly, c) the contribution of u increases rapidly, and then decreases slowly.
#the role of u is more important than l1, in comparison with less marked phenomena.
3. as regards similar phenomena in Il: a) the contribution of l2 increases slowly, b) the contribution of l1 decreases slowly, c) the contribution of u increases slowly, and then decreases slowly.
# the role of l1 is more important than u, in comparison with less similar phenomena.
4. as the style becomes increasingly formal: a) the contribution of l2 increases, b) the contribution of l1 increases, c) the contribution of u increases, and then decreases. Major (2001) claims that the abovementioned general rules characterize both single as well as multiple l2 acquisition, loss of l1, and mono- and bilingual language acquisition, and they apply both to individuals and to groups and generations of speakers.
there are also further proposals within universal grammar, as understood by Chomsky as a grammar that consists of rules and parameters (cf. for example Desrochers 1998) . the rules are a common part of all languages, whereas the diversification between many languages stems from the different setting of their parameters with respect to these universals. Such a parameter, with its value dependent on the given language, is, for instance, the index of minimal distance in respect of sonority of neighbouring segments (Minimal Sonority Distance, cf. Broselow & Finer 1991) , which characterizes diversity among languages with regard to the consonant clusters that are allowed in them, e.g. in syllabic onset.
L2 phonology acquisition according to optimality Theory
Many general approaches to phonology allow one to conceptualize the acquisition of the phonology of a second language in its different aspects, e.g. phonemics, theories of distinctive features, syllabification theories, natural phonology (cf. e.g. Dziubalska-kołaczyk 1990; , autosegmental phonology (cf. e.g. goldsmith 1990), geometry of features (cf. Clements and hume 1996) , phonology of rules and parameters (cf. e.g. Broselow & Finer 1991) . on the other hand, examination of the acquisition of pronunciation in l2 contributes to the understanding of phonology. In this paper, only the optimality theory formulated by prince and Smolensky and its main assumptions will be presented (Optimality Theory, ot 1993; cf. Rutgers optimality archive, Roa) . this choice has been made for several reasons: (1) it is one of the newer phonological approaches; (2) descriptions of the phonology of the polish language in accordance with this theory are scarce (cf. e.g. gąsiorowski 1999); and (3) this theory is very promising from the point of view of linguistic typology and second language phonology, because explicitly formulated universal rules of markedness are an integral part of it. For instance, Broselow et al. (1998) showed that within ot there can be investigated universals of all types, e.g. phonotactic, segmental and suprasegmental properties.
Moreover, it is a somewhat radical and non-derivational theory, as it replaces a set of ordered rules which connect underlying forms with their surface phonetic realizations (cf. generative phonology), with the grammar of language, seen as a hierarchy of universal constraints (rules, principles). It is also a theory of linguistic typology, because it presupposes that every ranking of universal constraints should provide a certain grammar of some language, and such a grammar of a language should be in accordance with a plausible ranking of constraints.
the constraints are universal criteria of structural (phonotactic) correctness, they have the form of absolute (positive or negative) rules that refer to surface forms (phonetic realizations), and languages differ from each other with regard to the ways in which they apply those criteria, i.e. what hierarchy they have. unlike non-linear phonologies, optimality theory does not concentrate on features which are common to different languages, but on the ways languages differ from each other, i.e. how their arrangements (rankings) of universal constraints differ. the constraints are not independent, and conflict with one other. Such a conflict can only be resolved by a violation of some constraints, which is linguistically specific. no language and no utterance fulfil all universal criteria of correctness of structure. all constraints are prone to violations. they are formulated in a positive, negative, or an implicational form. an optimal output form, i.e. correct from the point of view of a given language, is chosen from a set of phonetic forms that are logically plausible, and it is compatible with the constraints that are ranked highest in the grammar of a given language. For example, a constraint that prohibits the occurrence of consonant clusters in a syllable's coda is ranked higher in the hierarchy of korean than in that of polish, which does allow such clusters.
Constraints can be divided into two categories: markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints. the first are also known as structural constraints, and they are responsible for the universal preferences for certain linguistic structures, e.g. for oral vowels, syllables with onsets, voiceless obstruents, etc. their role is to ensure that an utterance can be articulated and/or perceived more easily.
6 they can prompt epenthesis, for example. Faithfulness constraints are responsible for maintaining the input segments intact. the output (phonetic) form should be as close to the input (underlying) form as possible - which is key to the attempt to maintain the comprehension of the utterance and its contrasts with other utterances. Faithfulness constraints prohibit reductions, epentheses, changes in segments, etc.
McCarthy and prince (1994) refer to mutual relations between the mental pattern and the output forms not as faithfulness constraints but as correspondence constraints. this term seems to be more satisfactory if our aim is to underline the fact that the ontological status of both forms, the underlying and the phonetic, is different.
the presence or lack of a given marked structure in a language depends on the ranking of the markedness constraints in relation to the faithfulness constraints. If faithfulness (F) dominates over markedness (M), written F >> M, then a marked structure emerges. however, in the opposite case, when the markedness constraints dominate over faithfulness constraints (M >> F), these marked surface realizations are rejected.
to sum up, according to ot, grammar functions in the following way. underlying forms are imprinted on surface forms, but there is no sequence of ordered principles that would generate output realizations. It might be said that this equals one-step derivation - for every input the grammar chooses one optimal output from an infinite set of candidates. these potential surface realizations are produced by the function known as the generator (gen). each candidate violates different sets of constraints, in other words, it fulfils the requirements of the constraint ranking in different ways. all constraints present in the grammars of natural languages are parts of the constraint set (Con), i.e. the universal inventory of constraints. within the framework of the optimality theory it has most often been assumed that these constraints are inborn and that the phonology of a given language is acquired by establishing a ranking (hierarchy) of constraints. It is also inferred that some, if not all, constraints have a purely formal character without being directly motivated by phonology. the grammar possesses an evaluating function (eVal) which chooses the optimal candidate, i.e. the form which is best adjusted to the general hierarchy of constraints in the given language. this hierarchy has the following form: Con 1 >> con 2 >>... >> Con n . It is permissible and acceptable for the winning surface form to violate constraints, as it can violate the principles which are lower in the ranking. a realization wins when it fulfils the highestranking constraint. lower-ranking constraints are insignificant - their violation does not call into question the winning candidate's grammaticality. on the other hand, a given candidate, and thus the potential surface realization of a morpheme or a word, is automatically rejected if it violates high-ranking constraints, even though it might fulfil all of the constraints of a lower order. Major changes in surface forms, e.g. produced by an l2 speaker, stem from the simultaneous violation of many constraints.
the evaluation of the phonetic surface forms via an ordered set of constraints is presented in the following tableau as a simple constraint interaction scheme: Boersma (1998) represents the opposite view. he believes that the constraints are not inborn, but are a result of universal articulatory and perceptual factors which are active during the process of language acquisition. the universal nature of these cognitive and phonetic factors is responsible for the existence of similar constraints in different languages.
lp lVi (1) emilia szalkowska-kim the notation conventions are as follows: -constraints are typed in descending order (from the most important down to the least important);
- their violations are marked with '*'; - the crucial (fatal) violation, i.e. that which eliminates a given candidate altogether, is given the symbol '!'; - the optimal (winning) output form is denoted by the symbol ''; - grey areas indicate that the given constraint does not influence the fate of the candidate; the cells of the losing candidates are shaded in after their fatal violation, while the winning candidate's cell is shaded once it has no other rivals. the table normally contains only those constraints that are relevant to the given language. It should be noted that a finite set of universal constraints, as yet, has not been created. In order to develop a correct hierarchy of such constraints, the analysis of data using such a formal apparatus would require a rather broad knowledge of both the interactions between the constraints and the analysed phonological system itself. the table also does not include all possible candidates, the number of which is theoretically limitless, but contains only those realizations that are structurally similar to an optimal realization. according to optimality theory, building language competence in one's native language, i.e. acquisition of the grammar of a given language by a child in their l1, is achieved by finding the correct order of universal constraints, optimal for the given language (cf. tesar and Smolensky 1998). the theory does account for individual variation. at first the hierarchy of constraints differs for every language learner, but as the learning process progresses, reranking takes place and the produced output becomes more and more correct. this is achieved thanks to input forms. adult users of the same language, or, in specific terms, the same dialect, possess an identical hierarchy of constraints. at first it was assumed that the attainment of a correct order of universal rules specific to a given language and the phonological development of its users is achieved not through the promotion of rules but through their demotion (cf. tesar and Smolensky 1998). It might happen that, due to the abstract mechanisms of the evaluator function (eVal) and its evaluation of an l2 learner's speech, no candidate will be chosen as identical to the target phonetic form which a native speaker of the language would have produced. then the language system of that learner should be able to identify which constraint was responsible. apparently it was the highest ranking constraint which was fatally violated (*!). If this is demoted in the constraint ranking in the right way, then the next realization of this word will be either identical or closer to the correct pronunciation. of course, other rules may be too high in the constraint ranking as well, thus prompting other errors along the word's linear structure. If such is the case, the pronunciation learning process should incorporate constraint demotion until correct pronunciation is achieved. It has been said that an opposite mechanism, i.e. promoting constraints, would be difficult to prove, as determining which of the low-ranking universal rules should be ranked higher is a daunting task. the promotion of incorrect constraints would result in a departure from the optimal hierarchy for language acquisition 8 . nowadays a number of scholars propose that the process of phonology acquisition by children should be understood as one that goes in the opposition direction, i.e. promoting faithfulness in the process of acquiring one's grammar and bringing it closer to the grammar of adult users and the correct pronunciation of marked linguistic structures (cf. gnanadesikan 2004) .
Interlanguages are natural languages, so acquisition of their phonology should proceed similarly to the way in which the phonology of a native language is acquired. the main difference between these two types of languages is that l1 acquisition emerges from the constraint hierarchy in which principles of markedness dominate over the rules of faithfulness (cf. e.g. gnanadesikan 2004). principles of markedness prevent the appearance of marked features, segments or linguistic structures of greater complexity and, also, provide restrictions on the grammatical system. l2 acquisition, however, most probably commences with the constraint ranking that is already established for the l1. In both cases, though, markedness constraints must be gradually demoted in relation to faithfulness constraints, so that the language user is able to produce more and more marked utterances. Faithfulness constraints dominate in adult learners of the acquired language. this stems from the necessity of creating a sufficient number of contrasts in the given language so that a large lexicon can be developed.
one of the characteristic phonetic phenomena which could be described thanks to the apparatus of the optimality theory is "the emergence of the unmarked". that is, for example, obstruent omission in syllable-final position, the lack of complex onset, or finalobstruent devoicing, both in the phonologies of the l1 and of the interlanguage (cf. e.g. McCarthy & prince 1994) . If the dominating faithfulness constraints conflict with the lowerranking markedness constraints, then the effects of the markedness constraints will remain unnoticed. on the other hand, it is important to keep in mind that low-ranking constraints, most often principles of markedness, are parts of a language's grammar. In some cases they might be decisive in evaluating candidates. when there is a "tie" between two high-ranking faithfulness constraints which are also contradictory, then the lower-ranking markedness constraints choose the unmarked structure as the optimal surface form. the emergence of unmarked structures in the interlanguage can be also explained through the transfer of l1 markedness principles which are too high in the hierarchy of constraints and have not yet been demoted in the process of l2 acquisition. Broselow, Chen and wang (1998) give examples of such "emergence of the unmarked". they list strategies implemented by native speakers of Mandarin dialects of Chinese that simplify coda obstruents in the english language. In Mandarin the coda of the syllable may be comprised only of non-syllabic vowels (glides), \n\ and \\. the majority of users of Mandarin, when learning english, experience the same coda modification strategies. these include vowel epenthesis and reduction (aiming at open syllables) as well as obstruent devoicing, where epenthesis is used mainly in monosyllabic words and devoicing in disyllabic words. to sum up, language acquisition proceeds from the unmarked to the more marked syllable structure.
the optimality theory can potentially explain the emergence of certain structures in the phonology of the interlanguage which are independent and different from those known in the l1 and l2, but which can be observed in other natural languages. the appearance of these new structures is ascribed to low-ranking principles which are not visible in those hierarchies that are specific to both the native and the target language, but still attain a high position in the constraint ranking of the interlanguage (cf. Broselow et al. 1998) . this phenom-enon occurs when, for example, the phonotactics of the given first language do not allow for obstruents in word final position, while the target language contrasts between voiced and voiceless obstruents in that position. In such a case, speakers of the interlanguage devoice word-final obstruents, which means that unmarked segments appear in the final position. Such a phenomenon has been observed in the speech of, for example, l2 english speakers whose l1 is a language from the Southern Bantu group, such as Soto, nguni and zulu (cf. e.g. grijzenhout and Rooy, website).
another example of the emergence of the unmarked is the breaking of consonant clusters in syllable onsets via epenthesis if the first language does not allow such clusters (cf. for example the breaking of consonant clusters such as /obstruent+sonorant/ in the onset of words borrowed into zulu from english; grijzenhout and Rooy, website). In this case, for the zulu language it is the markedness constraint that is higher in the hierarchy of universal principles than the principles of faithfulness.
By way of a summary, a catalogue of "repair strategies" can be created to illustrate how learners cope with the phonology of l2 from the standpoint of their native language and universal phonological principles. these strategies are incorporated mostly subconsciously in both the perception and the production of utterances in the l2. all of the following phonological processes take place in the interlanguage as well as in other natural languages: epentheses, reductions, metatheses, and segment quality modifications (modifications of one or two features, e.g. substitutions, neutralizations, assimilations, dissimilations). all of them are a core part of any phonetic system. Some of them strive to minimize the motoric effort (articulatory effort) of the speaker, while others stem from the need to maximize contrasts, which in turn improves perception. this article discusses these processes in detail for the interlanguage known as k or p ol . Its aim is to show the hierarchy of strategies implemented by native korean speakers to repair the "invalid structures" present in acquiring polish segments, and particularly in acquiring consonant clusters and certain consonantal contrasts in the onset and the word-final and syllable-final positions. Indirectly, the research is also intended to demonstrate the relevancy of the hypotheses discussed at the beginning of the paper.
some of the strategies dealing with new segments or structures in the target language are limited only to certain stages of the acquisition of its phonology, and are incorporated by language speakers consciously. omission and hypercorrection may serve as examples. a natural phenomenon is the omission of those features of correct pronunciations which are problematic. Speakers implementing this strategy may even go as far as omitting certain words which contain sounds or clusters of sounds which they find difficult to pronounce. For example, korean speakers of polish may in certain instances avoid words with [ ], [v] or [z], as they are aware that they might pronounce them incorrectly.
the strategy of hypercorrection is rather surprising, as a sound correct only in certain l2 contexts is replaced by another, but no l1 transfer is viable here. this contrast is overly extended to new vocabulary. For example, some korean speakers of polish enter a stage in which they pronounce the sound [f] instead of [p] or [v] instead of [b] :
ra 'cobra' this phenomenon cannot be ascribed either to negative transfer from korean, as the phonemes /f/ and /v/ are not present in korean, or to any universal drive towards unmarkedness, because, for example, the phoneme /f/ is typologically more marked than /p/ is. although very promising for the purpose of explaining the phonology of the interlanguage, the optimality theory still does not offer a satisfying answer to the issue of the hypercorrection strategy discussed above. It does not account for the emergence of the marked instead of the unmarked, where the first does not stem from the faithfulness principle in l2 nor from l1 transfer. the incapability of any phonological theory to explain certain phenomenon which it should be able to account for can be a problem - but it is a serious problem only when certain issues cannot in any way be explained within the theory's framework. the optimality theory is still being developed. only time will tell its real explanatory potential.
eckman et al. (2003) state that hypercorrection occurs at the third stage of acquiring an l2 phonology, after the beginning stage, which is characterized by the lack of perceivable contrast typical of the l2, and after the second stage which develops sensitivity to the contextual environments of the l2. Such hypercorrection may be a result of previous errors, stemming from l1 transfer, having been recognized and acknowledged. this makes the speaker more sensitive to the production of new utterances in l2 and makes the speaker realize that l1 patterns are not valid in l2. this causes the rejection of the principle or constraint that was the source of the errors in the past. It is not until the last stage occurs that a new word becomes correctly lexicalized and production strategies which were contradictory, i.e. which had their source in interference and hypercorrection, are now neutralized. as a result the word is pronounced correctly.
Influence of orthography on L2 pronunciation
the last strategy that will be discussed here is over-reliance on orthography, in particular by speakers whose native language's orthography is very phonemic, i.e. the conversion ratio between graphemes and phonemes is 1:1. If the speaker interprets the pronunciation of the target language through its orthography, and its principles of conversion are more complex than in the speaker's native language, then segmental errors will occur even though the speaker would be able to pronounce the correct sounds in the given contexts. this can be exemplified by the way korean speakers of polish pronounce words in which regressive devoicing or final-obstruent devoicing occurs: - instrumental: achieving specific aims such as finding a job or passing an exam; - integrative: becoming a part of the society and culture associated with native speakers of the given language; - individual factors and auditory and articulatory skills (cf. e.g. musicality); - risk-taking; - level of socialization; -acceptance into society, distance, pressure; - feelings of identity (also linguistic identity, cf. being forced into acquiring an l2, accent as a symbol of ethnicity and psycholinguistic distinctiveness); - membership of a social group or class; - age (cf. the critical age hypothesis, lennenberg 1967, and sensitive period hypothesis, Bornstein 1989; cf. Flege et al. 1995; Birdsong & Molis 2001; lin et al. 2004) ; - sex (cf. e.g. Yang 1996; piske et al. 2001) ; - brain hemisphere specialization; - experience in language usage, period of stay within an environment using the l2 as the native language (cf. e.g. Flege et al. 1997; Mcallister 2001) ; -education; -conditions revolving around l2 acquisition: use of the language in class or in real communicational situations in its natural environment, influence of the level of multilingualism in the society; -dialect or language prestige; - individual learning strategies: training; - individual styles and cognitive skills, e.g. acquiring mainly specific areas of the language (cf. e.g. the influence of differences in cognitive skills on l2 acquisition in a variety of language "exposure" situations (i.e. different conditions of psycholinguistic processing) is a subject of scientific study also in domains other than linguistics, e.g. psychology and psychotherapy (cf. e.g. Robinson 2001; hahne 2001; pallier et al. 2001; Marsden 2002; hu 2003; ellis 2004) . Researchers are working on establishing a theoretically-based scale of language pro-ficiency based on analysis of how learners of an interactive language employ two factors: (1) cognitive abilities, i.e. for example concentration, long and short term memory, speech processing efficiency; and (2) cognitive processes based on skills, e.g. recognizing patterns and system gaps, working phonological memory efficiency, deep semantic processing, etc.
Data collection and methodological biases
the variation and discrepancy in levels of pronunciation both in one individual speaker and among many other speakers may be the result of context, e.g. the level of formality of the communicative situation (cf. e.g. Major 1987) , or the methods of collecting data for analysis; for example, in laboratory environments elicitation techniques are used. the sum of our knowledge on the nature of competence in the interlanguage is gained indirectly, through the analysis of data on "language production", for example through the analysis of spontaneous speech, experimentally acquired speech, and experimental data concerning auditory production and levels of understanding. lakshmanan and Selinker (2001) warn about comparative errors in the research of interlanguage, as these errors stem from biases concerning both the native and the target language which may lead to underestimation or overestimation of the learner's language competence. In creating linguistic descriptions of an interlanguage, the focus should be placed on its specific features and its own sense of structure, and it should be viewed only as an approximation or even imitation of the given target language. whenever possible, the collection of data should be a long-term process, in order to understand all the stages of foreign language acquisition. It is often forgotten in analyses that a portion of the speakers go through a so-called silent period, during which they do not produce any utterances in the l2. this stage still remains under-researched, although it is known that the grammar of the interlanguage develops at the same time as certain aspects of the l2 are acquired passively.
as yet, there are no widely available or commercial data bases containing, for instance, large corpora of l2 speech. By contrast, we can find numerous databases of native language speech, including the speech of children acquiring their first language. this means that research is often based solely on the interpretations of the researchers who collected the data (e.g. speech recordings) for a given interlanguage. we lack independent analysis conducted on the same corpus by several researchers and large-scale intralinguistic comparative research - which could be possible given today's possibilities of data storage and processing. another obstacle is that researchers themselves in many cases decide arbitrarily to include or exclude some portions of data for the purposes of their analyses. the lack of an agreed methodological basis hinders the production of reliable comparative analyses.
Future research
how our knowledge on second language acquisition (its phonology included) develops in the future depends on interdisciplinary team research (e.g. linguistic, medical, psychological), the collection of larger corpora of data and the testing and implementation of new linguistic theories (such as optimality theory or Feature geometry) as tools of analysis. lp lVi (1) emilia szalkowska-kim also, we should partially abandon one-sided comparative studies comparing english with other world languages, in favour of larger numbers of contrastive studies among the "other" world languages themselves. It would also seem that we underestimate the role of bilingual researchers and scholars employed as language teachers, as well as people who are speakers of the given interlanguage (e.g. university-level students of languages). Incorporating their experiences into the research would provide a real possibility of analysing the structure of the interlanguage in all its stages, from the earliest up to the most advanced.
